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Storyland Estate Agency

For Sale 

Super Straw Semi!
 
Description: 
You will be blown away when you see this property. This quaint 
house would be ideal for a first-time buyer or single person. Its straw 
construction gives it a wonderful light and airy feel. The simple design 
of this back-to-nature property makes for easy maintenance – perfect 
for the reluctant DIY-er.

There have been a few problems with hungry neighbours, but our client 
tells us that the neighbour in question fell into a pot of boiling water 
and is no longer causing a nuisance.

Reduced to £125,000

Guess the House
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Storyland Estate Agency

For Sale 

Thumbs Up For This Property!

Description:  
This is a magnificent detached property with family rooms, servants’ 
quarters, and stables. No expense has been spared on this extravagant 
property – it truly is fit for a king. A magnificent throne room benefits 
from a range of original features, including an antique spinning wheel.
 
The property is surrounded by an enormous estate, consisting of mature 
thorn trees and bramble bushes — an exciting opportunity for the keen 
gardener. It includes a sleeping tenant, who is no problem at all. This 
property represents a right royal opportunity for fine living!

Price: £300,000
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Storyland Estate Agency

For Sale 

Totally Terrific Tower!
 
Description:  
This charming property has fabulous views of the surrounding 
countryside. It is ideal for those who like peace and quiet, high above 
the hustle and bustle of the town. The compact single-room construction 
makes it ideal for the first-time buyer or a bolt-hole for those looking 
for a secluded holiday home.
 
It is of an unusual design, having no door and only one window. This 
would suit an owner with very long hair who doesn’t mind the occasional 
royal visitor.

Price: £98,500
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Storyland Estate Agency

For Sale 

Not Short on Space!

Description: 
This is an exceptionally spacious cottage which would suit a large 
family. The floorplan is currently arranged as a single large bedroom. 
However, this room is so large that the current owners can easily fit 
seven beds in there.  Planning permission is available for converting the 
property into smaller rooms. Buyers should note that the ceilings are 
very low, but this is just adds to the property’s ‘olde worlde’ charm.
 
The house is located near the mines in the heart of the woods and has 
its own orchard. As such, it is an ideal commute for work or on-site 
apple farming.

Price: £ 150,950
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Storyland Estate Agency

For Sale 

Cute and Colourful Cottage!

Description: 
Very rarely does a property like this come on the market. It is a beautiful 
cottage with a lovely garden, at the end of the path through the woods. 
Buyers should be aware that they must not stray from the path when 
they come to visit. My, what big rooms there are! All the better for you 
to live in. 

The property was previously owned by an elderly lady and although 
it may have been the scene of a recent tragedy, it does come with the 
security of its own woodcutter who doubles as a security guard. 

Realistically priced at £130,000.
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Red Riding Hood’s Granny’s Cottage

Rapunzel’s Tower

Little Pig’s Straw House

The Seven Dwarfs’ Cottage

Sleeping Beauty’s Castle


